Low-temperature thermodynamics of the classical frustrated ferromagnetic spin chain is studied. Using transfer-matrix method we found the behavior of the correlation function and zero-field susceptibility at the ferromagnetic-helical transition point. It is shown that the critical exponent for the susceptibility is changed from 2 to 4/3 at the transition point.
Lately, there has been considerable interest in low-dimensional spin models that exhibit frustration. One of them is the spin chain with the ferromagnetic interaction J 1 of nearest neighbor (NN) spins and the antiferromagnetic next-nearest-neighbor (NNN) interaction J 2 , so called the 1D F-AF model. Its Hamiltonian has a form
where J 1 < 0 and J 2 > 0. This model is characterized by a frustration parameter α = J 2 /|J 1 |. The ground state properties of the quantum s = 1/2 F-AF chain have been intensively studied last years [1] [2] [3] [4] . It is known that the ground state of the model is ferromagnetic for α < 1/4. At α = 1/4 the ground state phase transition to the incommensurate singlet phase with helical spin correlations takes place. Remarkably, this transition point does not depend on a spin value, including the classical limit s = ∞.
Interesting question is the influence of the frustration on the low-temperature thermodynamics of the model especially near the transition point α = 1/4. We study this problem for the classical version of model (1) . At zero temperature the classical model has long range-order (LRO) for all values of α: the ferromagnetic LRO at α ≤ 1/4 and the helical one at α > 1/4. At finite temperature the LRO is destroyed by thermal fluctuations and thermodynamic quantities have a singular behavior at T → 0. In particular, the zero-field susceptibility χ diverges. For the 1D Heisenberg ferromagnet (
2 . This behavior of χ is similar to that for the quantum s = 1/2 F-AF model [6] . The prefactor in χ vanishes at the transition point indicating the change of the critical exponent. We focus our attention on the behavior of χ at the transition point.
The partition function Z of model (1) at α = 1/4 is
where S n is unit vector, dΩ n is the volume element of the solid angle for n-th site, we put |J 1 | = 1 and the periodic boundary conditions are proposed. Our further calculations are based on the transfer matrix method and we use a version of this method adapted to the model with NNN interactions by Harada and Mikeska in [7] .
Following Ref. [7] we represent Z in a form
where
where θ n is the angle between S n and S n+1 and ϕ n is the angle between components of S n−1 and S n+1 projected onto (X n , Y n ) plane of the n-th local coordinate system with the Z n axis parallel to S n .
Integrating Eq.(4) over ϕ n we obtain Z in a form
and I 0 (−z) is the modified Bessel function of
Let us consider an integral equation
Eigenfunctions ψ α and eigenvalues λ α can be chosen as real, since the kernel A(θ 1 , θ 2 ) is real and symmetric. Then,
Substituting Eq.(10) into Eq/(5) we obtain in the thermodynamic limit
where λ 0 is the largest eigenvalue of Eq.(8). In the low-temperature limit the angles θ n are small and we can use the asymptotic expansion of the modified Bessel function
Then, we expand the expression in the exponent of the transfer matrix to the fourth order in θ i to obtain
We can neglect the term (θ 1 − θ 2 ) 4 /96T as will be seen below. As a result integral equation (8) reduces to
The maximum of the expression in the exponent (saddle point) is at θ 2 = θ 1 (more exactly θ 2 = θ 1 − θ 3 1 + . . ., but it suffices to put θ 2 = θ 1 ). Near this saddle point we expand ψ α (θ 2 ) as follows
and
Let us introduce new scaled variables
Now ψ α (θ) → ψ α (r) and
Summarizing all above we arrive at
(21) At T → 0, we can change the limits in the integral to [−∞, ∞], then only even powers in x gives contribution, so taking into account only terms up to T 1/3 we obtain
After integration over x we obtain a linear differential equation
and, finally,
with
Thus, we have got a Schrödinger equation for a particle with Z component of the angular momentum l z = 0 in 2D potential well U (r) = r 4 /16. Normalization condition for ψ α (r) is
Numerical solution of Eq. (24) gives the following lowest eigenvalues (corresponding to the largest λ):
ε α = 0.9305; 3.78; 7.44 . . .
As was shown in Ref. [7] the two-spin correlation function can be expressed by the following integral
and A(θ 1 , θ 2 ) is given by Eq.(6) with I 0 (−z) replaced by I 1 (−z). Using the asymptotic expansion of the Bessel function
we obtain
The matrix H(θ 1 , θ 2 ) is not symmetric. Therefore, to calculate S 1 · S 1+n it is necessary to solve a pair of the integral equations
satisfy orthonormality relations,
Then, the matrix H(θ 1 , θ 2 ) can be represented as
At small θ 1 , θ 2 Eqs.(34) and (35) reduce to
Integrating these equations near the saddle point similar to Eqs. (21), (22), we get a pair of linear differential equation
A few lowest eigenvalues of Eqs. (43) and (44) 
For v α similar procedure gives
It follows from Eqs. (43)- (44) and (47)- (48) that the functions v α is connected with u α by the relations v 1,α = −u 1,α , v 2,α = u 2,α and, therefore, normalization condition (37) transforms to
Using Eqs.(38) and (37) we obtain the correlation function (28) in a form
where y α = η α /λ 0 and
At T → 0
and the correlation function becomes
According to Eq.(53) the correlation length ξ at T → 0 is ξ = 1 2 (µ 0 − ε 0 ) T 1/3 = 1.04
Now we are ready to calculate the magnetic susceptibility at T → 0, which is
Now we see that f 2 α and (µ α − ε 0 ) depends on the solutions of differential equations which are independent of T . So, the sum in χ gives numerical constant 
Numerical calculations gives for the constant C the value C ≈ 1.07. Thus, the critical exponent for the susceptibility at the transition point is 4/3 and that for the correlation length is 1/3.
